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ABSTRACT
In this work we propose a method to obtain single centered correlations with an optical setup based on a joint
transform correlator. This approach is a modification of a previous procedure that required displaying devices with
a full 2ir phase modulation. The displaying requirements are less restrictive than before, allowing the use of many
modulators and configurations. This new method is based on a binary power spectrum and it needs an interferometric
process to obtain a single detection peak. To validate our new procedure, we propose an optical setupand we present
the experimental results achieved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Joint transform correlator (JTC)"2 has been widely used as an architecture to implement correlation in optical
pattern recognition field. Many improvements have been proposed to obtain real-time detection and to increase the
discrimination capability,3'4 but there is still a remaining issue in JTCs: to obtain an isolate output correlation, due
to the zero-order term and the two symmetrically non centered correlation terms that appear at the output plane.
Different approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem: to focus each diffracted term on a different
plane,5 to use phase-shifting methods to get a non-zero-order spectrum6'7 or to remove the zero-order diffraction
term.8

Recently we proposed an approach not to have only a non-zero-order joint transform correlation, but also obtain
a single centered detection term at the output plane using a JTC.9 The method was based on a four-level power
spectrum requiring a phase-only configuration to be displayed on a modulator. In the present work, we introduce a
modification of our previous approach using now a binary power spectrum. The requirements to display this binary
distribution are less restrictive than the needed for the four-level, allowing the use of different configurations. This
method can be useful for liquid crystal displays (LCD) that can not reach a 2ir phase modulation, as many of the
ones removed from commercial videoprojectors, widely used in optical setups. Moreover, we propose a suitable setup
based on an interferometric architecture to implement our method and we show some experimental results we have
obtained.

2. JOINT TRANSFORM CORRELATION REVIEW
In a JTC, scene and reference are jointly displayed on the input plane and, as a consequence, multiple diffracted
terms appear at the output plane. A simple scheme of the JTC architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Analyzing mathematically all the correlation process in a JTC, first scene and reference are displayed at the input
plane with a separation between them:

fR(X+XO/2,y+yO/2)+fS(XX0/2,YYO/2) (1)

assuming that the scene is located at (xo/2, yo/2) and the reference is at (—xo/2, —yo/2). The intensity of the optical
Fourier transform performed by a lens system is registered by a CCD camera. This distribution is called the joint
power spectrum (JPS) and it is described by:

I(u,v) = FR(u,V)12 +IFs(u,v)12 +2IFR('u,v)IIFS(u,v)Icos{271(xou+yov) + R(U,V) — S(U,V)} (2)
*
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Figure 1. Classic JTC.
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where IFR(u, v)I ei(L,v) and Fs(u, v)J ezcbs(u,v) are the Fourier transforms of the reference fR(x, y) and the scene
fs(x, y) respectively. In turn, the JPS is subsequently displayed on the LCD so a second Fourier transformation ()
gives:

c(x, y) = F{I(u,v)} = fR(x, y) ® fR(x, y) + fs(x, y) 0 fs(x, y) +
+fs(x,y) 0 fR(X,Y) * — xo,Y— Yo) + fR(x,y) 0 fs(x,y) * (x+xo,y +yo)

(3)

where the symbols 0 and * stand for the correlation and the convolution product, respectively. Therefore, at the
output plane there are two cross-correlation terms centered at points (x0, Yo) and (—x0, —yo), and two other terms
that give non-useful information as they are self-correlation products.

3. ON-AXIS JOINT TRANSFORM CORRELATION
Our previous work was based on the use of a four-level power spectrum and the correlation results emulated the
performance of a VanderLugt correlator.9 That procedure required an LCD with a full 2r phase-only modulation.

Now we propose to obtain a single centered correlation with an LCD that can only achieve a 71 phase-only
modulation. The procedure is similar to the binarization of the joint power spectrum (JPS),'° but in our case the
final result is just a single centered correlation term.

To obtain this single detection peak we display scene and reference superimposed on the input plane with a phase
shift of ir/2 between them,

fR(X, y) + fs(x, y)e2 (4)

It is possible to achieve the required phase shift between these two images using the modulation properties of the
LCDs, which are described by its operating curves, as we will further explain in Section 4.

When scene and reference are introduced at the input plane of a JTC, following Relation 4, the intensity registered
by a CCD camera placed at the Fourier plane is described by:

Is(u, v) = IFR(U, v)2 + Fs(u, v)2 + 2IFR(U, v)IIFs(u, v)I sin(qR(u, v) — çbs(u, v))

Once the intensity distribution Is is captured, we can define the binary function Ins:

(5)
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IBS(U,V) = { 1
if I(u,v) 2 IT(U,V)
if I(,v) <IT(u,v)

(6)
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and using the following threshold function:

the distribution 113s(u,v) can be reduced to11:

The aforementioned threshold function (Equation 7) can be obtained by evaluation of the intensity of the Fourier
transform of the scene and the reference separately.

Once this binary distribution is computed it can be displayed on the LCD and, performing a second Fourier
transformation, we get at the correlation plane the following result:

c(x,y) cx i(5(x — r,Y — Yr) — (x +Xr,Y +yr))

when the reference is included into the scene at the position (Xr, yr)

(9)

Note that this amplitude distribution will lead us to capture two indistinguishable intensity detection peaks when
we register it by means of a CCD camera. The differences between this result and the one obtained in a conventional
JTC are that the two cross-correlation terms are centered on-axis and there is no zero-order term. However, our goal
is to achieve an output plane with a single centered detection peak, therefore, we have to remove one of these two
peaks to get a single term.

Before the correlation plane is captured by a CCD camera we can add a plane wave that will allow, in the ideal
case, the elimination of one of the terms of Equation 9 due to negative interference. When the amplitude of this
plane wave is not exactly the same as the one of the terms, the duplicated correlation peak is just reduced. By
binarizing the final output plane using a high enough threshold, the resulting background and the possible remaining
useless peak can be removed.

4. OPTICAL SETUP
To perform the whole process optically, we propose the architecture sketched in Figure 2, that is based on a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer. To obtain the required power spectra we only use one of the arms of this setup, while both
arms are used to achieve the final correlation.

Figure 2. Optical setup. Polarizers and wave plates are needed to obtain the desired LCD configurations
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IT(U,V) = FR(U,V)12 + IFs(u,v)12 (7)

1BS(tt,V) isin(qR(u,v) — qS(U,V)) (8)
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Iiiiages are (liSplaVe(l oil iiii LED tillit iiiodiilates hot ii tb' phase and aiiiplitiidi of till tiiiisiiiitted light. (lepenhlillg
on the applied voltage and the polarizatioii of light lbs 15 controlled by hit' olltj>iit 51gni1 of a \G\ vi(h'o lard.
that transfornis (litfereilt grey levels of images on a colilputer in electrical signals. It is t 11(11 iiecessarv to ohtaiii
tb' operating curves of the panel. whn'hi give the relatlolisliij) between the grey level (d tb' 111)111 iliagl' mid the
aniplitude and phase modulation. Depeiiding 00 tIn' orietitatioli of I lie polarizer mu! aiialyzc'r placed before and after
the niodulator and on the values of sonic pot€'ntiometer controls available on I lie videopro]el'tor (brightness. contrast
and t'obor) (lith'rl'nt kinds of response are obtaiiied.

First, we have to display the reference and the scene images at the input plain' (Hel;ition 1). l'or tliil, purpose.
we (0111(1 require two LCDs. Both of theni should only niodulate the amplitude their operating curves should
give a phase shift Of /2 betw€'eii them. In this way, after a Fourier transform, we would oht;oii I (1'quition 5) b
means of the ('CD camera, so we could compute lç (Equation 6) As we poiiited out ii prlviolis works. wc' ('an 1151'
a single panel with a high—contrast (HC) ('Olihgllration amid hinarv input iniages.'1

To perform the second Fourier transform and get thu desired centered t'orrelittion phone, we 101(1 a si igh' iiiodiiliitor
with a configuration with the required two values of 1. This can ho' easily achieved with ii phase—I uil' resp (use,
winch has a constant transmittance and a wide range of phase variation.

5. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
scene chosen for till' experi nental procedure is shown in figure 3. and the verification of thu miiethiod consists iii

lie detection of each satellite. Iii the optical setup. we have used a single L( 'I) renluv('d frI (lii an 1'pson EM I '—3(1(1(1
videoprojector. Thus panel has a \'GA resolution (640x480 pixels) with a pixel pit ('Ii of 42xl2 ,mii. I'ho' whole oocess
has been carried out by use of different conhgurations of a single niodulator. IliesI' panels 101110 It rI'tlhi a bill 2
modulation tiii€' to its low liirefringent'e.

Jo display t he required distribution of Equation 4. we have ('boson a IIC corihigurat ion ( tig(mr(' If that gi\'es t
high contrast between the grey level gl=255 and gl=O, and a phase sliift between gl:255 and gLn— lIt) (If 7r/2. as
neede I.

The sic Ihistrihution Is (Equation 5) has been obtaumed by displaying thit' bimiarized retereiicl' iiiiitge wit Ii 'alues
gl=255 and gHt). and the hinarized scene with gl=119 aiid gl=U. To obtain the threshold bitit'tioii (I) we have
displayed separatel both images with the respective aforenientioned gre' levels.

After computing Ic (Equation 6), we display it on the LCh) with a cotihigiiration obi;otu'd wit hi 'llipt icdlv
polarized light that gives O—7r phase—only modulation (Figure 5). Till' two grey levels ('1105cm! to (his! (lay Ijcs all' glH)
and gl=255 because they have approximately the smm' transmuitt.amice aol! it relat VI' phase shift iif radians bet we'ii
hem.
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Figure 3. Image used as scelie.
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Figure 4. High-contrast configuration.
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Displaying 'BS On the LCD and performing a second Fourier transformation, we have achieved the desired final
correlation by adding the suitable plane wave at the output plane before it has been captured by the CCD camera.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the correlation planes and their respective 3D plots when each satellite is detected. It can
be seen that the detection peaks are higher than the background whose mean value is approximately half the value
of the detection peak. Removing this background the detection peaks can be seen clearer than before, as shown in
Figures 9, 10 and 11.

If we compare these present results with the ones achieved with the four-level spectrum we see that they are
similar but now we have increased the resolution of the panels, we have a pixel by pixel addressing of the LCDs, the
needed operating curves are less restrictive than before, and we have reduced the required power spectra to compute
the final intensity distribution from five to three.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a modification of a previous method to obtain a single centered correlation term. In this new
approach, the requirements in the configurations of the LCD are more flexible than before because only two grey
levels are needed. Therefore, now we can use modulators with less than 2ir phase-only modulation. However, the
modified method requires an optical setup based on an interferometric architecture, involving an accurate experi-
mental adjustment. Comparing this method with the previous one, we have reduced the number of power spectra
required to compute the final distribution from five to three, and as a consequence of using VGA panels, we have
increased the devices resolution and we have a real pixel by pixel addressing of the modulators. Finally, we have
carried out an experimental verification of this new approach achieving good detection results with the proposed
interferometric setup.
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Figure 5. O-7r phase-only configuration.
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I'igure 6. 'Total (Orrelatli)fl plan(. D('t((tI(iIl iii tlii 1)1 )t toil! sat llit i.

F'igure 7. 'Total coi'relat ion plaii€'. i)('I((t loll of the llppei right satellite

Figure 8. Total correlation plane. I)ei eel ion of t lie llpla'r left sat el lit



Figure 9. Total correlation plane with background reniovd. Dtcctoiii of lI1( In)t loin aHIiitc

Figure 10. Total correlation plane with background removed. Det ection of ti 11pnr nglit nleli ti.

Figure 11. Total correlation plane with background reitived. Detection of tie upper left. dat llite
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